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  Education

J.D., University of Baltimore School of Law (2013)

magna cum laude
B.A., Towson University (2010)

Law and American Civilization

summa cum laude

Provost scholar

  

Josephine Reina
Associate

Josephine Reina focuses her practice on collaborative client service in coordinating,

managing, and executing on legal strategies designed to successfully resolve toxic tort,

pharmaceutical and medical device litigation, and other mass torts.

With proven experience collaborating with internal and external attorneys in trial

preparation and settlement negotiations, Ms. Reina keeps an intentional focus on proactive

client service featuring timely and concise communication with thoughtful

recommendations to best navigate the desired litigation process. Her clients also benefit

from her understanding of mass tort case discovery, including taking and defending

depositions of witnesses, as well as preparing and responding to discovery requests.

This provides Ms. Reina with unique insight into the likely trajectory of mass tort matters

and identifies instances where associated litigation has the potential to develop into a

mass tort, providing clients with decisive pathways to evaluate and allowing them to

choose from alternative litigation and resolution strategies. This includes experience with

asbestos, environmental, and toxic tort legal strategies that align with the potential risk and

exposure.

In addition to toxic tort, Ms. Reina regularly works with clients in products liability

litigation, specifically in the area of pharmaceuticals and medical devices. She handles all

stages of cases, including court appearances, depositions, and motion practice. She

approaches every case with a commitment to being thoroughly prepared to defend a client

up to and through trial in an effort to defend the integrity of a product or brand, when

necessary.
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Josephine Reina

New Jersey

New York

Maryland

Court Admissions

U.S. District Court for the District of New Jersey

U.S. District Court for the District of Maryland

Memberships and Affiliations 

New York Bar Association, 2022-present

Women in Law Section

National Association of Women Lawyers, 2023-present

New Jersey Women Lawyers Association, 2022-present

Professional Honors

Best Lawyers: Ones to Watch, 2024
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